Bob G. Sparks
Inducted into the U. S. Ballooning Hall of Fame on July 31, 2016
By the Balloon Federation of America at the
National Balloon Museum, Indianola, Iowa

First attempt at crossing the Atlantic
in “Yankee Zephyr”.

Sparks with Dodds Meddock and Captain Eddie
Allen.
Bob Sparks.

Sparks on the left with Michael Fairbanks on the right.

A Hungary Factory Balloon.

Chauncey Dunn on the left with Sparks on the right in
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

The LARK cigarette Balloon.

Balloon Club of America Gas
Club Balloon.
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Bob Sparks
Slatington, Pennsylvania
On February 2nd, 1934 in Virginia, Bob Sparks was born with a talent for singing.
His parents Laura Holcomb and John Sparks encouraged this passion for performance.
Sparks was a member of the first graduating class of Franklin County High School in
1950. After high school Bob Sparks soon left rural Virginia to study in Washington D.C.
There Sparks met professional entertainers who were generous with their time. They
gave Sparks instruction and advice, enabling him to gain experience in the field. He
soon moved to New York to pursue a career as a musician. For 25 years Sparks sang
and danced to the delight of many, including becoming the entertainment director at
Mount Airy Casino in Pennsylvania.
Years later Sparks experienced his first balloon sighting. While performing an outdoor show at a Midwest state fair, Sparks heard a sound from above. Sparks looked up
and fell in love at first sight with the hot air balloon. He immediately began looking for
an instructor or school. Sparks soon took his first ride in 1966 with a man named Charles
MacArthur from Connecticut. By 1970 Sparks had earned his pilot certificate. Only two
years later he earned his gas rating as well. Sparks credits MacArthur for instilling in him
an attitude towards flight that has kept him safe in the air. Sparks has never had major
damage to persons or property on any flight.
Sparks’ first balloon was built by MacArthur. It was different than other hot air balloons at the time. It was solid black with a bright and shiny aluminum coating on the inside. On a cold January morning in 1971 Sparks was surprised to find himself flying for 25
minutes without using the burners. As the sun rose it had heated Sparks’ balloon enough
to fly. The next morning Sparks tested this theory. He again flew without the use of burners, this time for 11 minutes. The following year Sparks relayed the incident to Tracy
Barnes, who later built a balloon specifically for solar flight.
Although the experience of solar flight was interesting, Sparks never needed to
rely on the sun’s heat for flight. Sparks was fortunate to have family friends who made
helium available to him at no cost and at any location. This gave Sparks the opportunity
for many weather balloon flights, as well as toy balloon flights. In one case Sparks organized to have 15,000 balloons inside a Semco with a pop top. Sparks’ mother was the
chaser for many of his flights, but she was always leery. Sparks’ father had been killed in
a plane crash, and she was worried it could happen to her son.
Because Sparks had a flexible job, he could fly almost any day if the weather was
friendly. He logged over 200 hours during his first year as a certified pilot. As balloons
were still rare, Sparks taught the FAA inspectors what to look for in a 100 hour, or annual,
inspection.
By 1972 Sparks gained experience and flight time in both gas balloons and hot air
balloons. That year he set four world ballooning duration records in an AX-7 Semco
Challenger. He also broke three more ballooning duration records in 1972. At this point
in time the ballooning world was alive with the talk of possible Trans-Atlantic flight.
Sparks soon began planning for a trip of this magnitude in the hopes of being the first to
set the record.
After a year of preparation in1973, Sparks launched from Maine in the Yankee
Zephyr on his first Trans-Atlantic flight attempt. For the flight Sparks had input a safety net
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on his gondola: the gondola could convert into a boat in case of trouble. The safety net
came in handy when that night a thunderstorm formed around the balloon and carried
Sparks well past Newfoundland at an average speed of 87 mph. The Canadian Coast
Guard found him suffering from hypothermia and delivered him back to Newfoundland
the next night.
By 1974 Sparks had set three more world ballooning records, this time in an AX-2. This
was the first record ever given for an AX-2 balloon. The duration, distance, and altitude
records were set in a double-wall balloon. However, when the record certificate came
from the FAI in France, it said “AX-2, Piccard Gas Balloon.” The National Aeronautic Association returned it for the correct wording. The FAI’s explanation was that AX-2 was too
small to carry a person so it must have been a gas balloon. The only person they knew in
the USA that made gas balloons was Don Piccard. Sparks later regretted returning the certificate as he thought it would have made a great gift for Piccard.
Sparks then went on to become the first person to fly a hot air balloon across all five
of the Great Lakes in 1975. He also made his second attempt at a Trans-Atlantic flight in
the balloon named Odyssey. Although Sparks believes it would have been a successful
flight, the flight was doomed from the start. Spark’s crew chief wanted to become famous
and acted as a stowaway on Sparks’ balloon. The crew chief had gimmicked the rip line
so Sparks could not deflate the balloon once the crew chief was discovered. Attached by
carabiner, the crew chief went up with the balloon after his son cut off a special bag of
ballast equal to the chief’s weight.
After his numerous flights and several records, Sparks was asked to complete a project for the Smithsonian Institution’s National Air and Space Museum. He designed, built,
and installed the gas and hot air balloon models for the museum. The exhibit opened July
4th, 1976 with a perfect model of the Montgolfier balloon. Sparks was then contracted to
do the same for other museums in Peru, Philadelphia, Norway, and Taiwan.
From 1984-1989 Sparks was a Federal Aviation Designated Safety Counselor. In an
interview with the Pocono Record of Stroudsburg, PA, Sparks stated that, “I went to Russia
at the invitation of an Australian man I met while doing a hot air balloon flight there, and
he told me if I’d come to the Soviet Union, he’d have a lot for me to do with balloons.” In
the 80’s Sparks traveled to Russia and while in the Soviet Union Sparks assisted in drafting
ballooning laws and regulations.
Sparks was then asked to stay in the Soviet Union and work with the Civil Aviation
Authorities to help get the first balloon pilot certificates issued. He worked directly with the
heads of the Aviation Administrations in Serbia, Croatia, Slovenia, and BosniaHercegovina. He also aided in the writing of regulations and made the final decision on
the balloons considered to be Standard Category in each country.
In the late 1980’s the State Department and the Federal Aviation Administration
gave Sparks permission to bring certified pilots to the Soviet Union in order to train others.
Sparks needed more pilots to assist in the certification of ballooning students in the Soviet
Union. This way the students could be issued their pilot certificates while remaining in the
country. At the time Sparks was the only certified pilot in Russia. This process had never
been done before, and the pilots had the pleasure of flying in countries that you could
hardly visit as a tourist at the time.
During the 80’s and early 90’s Sparks owned 50% of a balloon factory in Hungary
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called Seven Continents Balloons. He also owned 50% of a parachute factory in Russia. The Soviet Union owned the other half of each. Eventually Sparks sold his halves of
the companies back to the Soviet Union when he grew tired of their numerous and
changing regulations for the factories.
Throughout the 70’s, 80’s, and 90’s Sparks stayed busy enjoying several phases
of ballooning. He began his professional career as a balloonist in 1973 and has continued to participate in every way he can. During this time Sparks conducted several
balloon festivals. This included organizing the Allentown, PA Balloon Festival from 19821989 at the Queen City airport. In 1987 Sparks combined the balloon launch event
with bicycle races. Many bicyclists raced in preparation for the next year’s Olympics.
He has also presented many safety seminars on ballooning and helped to organize
and run ground schools.
Sparks began his professional career flying commercial balloons for LARK cigarettes, EXXON, and several national companies including McDonald's. During his time
with the LARK balloon, Sparks had special balloon-shaped pockets sewn onto his uniform in order to hold two packs of cigarettes and a dime to call the crew when he
landed. Through 2011 Sparks flew a large passenger balloon for the U.S. Hot Air Balloon
Team in Bucks County, Pennsylvania. Sparks and the Lark balloon were featured in
multiple magazine advertisements for the cigarette company.
Sparks is still an active pilot and makes more than 30 flights each year for sport
and the instruction of student pilots. As of 2015, Sparks had logged almost 5,800 hours
in most of the models of balloons available. Sparks had the chance to fly in a smoke
balloon with Captain Eddie Allen, but unfortunately the balloon burned the day before the scheduled flight. He has flown in 49 states and more than 30 countries in his
lifetime. In 2003 Sparks had shifted his focus to blimps and airships for a while. In 2013
he was working on an airship that would be powered by electric motors. The airship
would retain an ellipsoidal shape, in other words look like a UFO, and be as lightweight
as 250 pounds.
Since that fateful balloon-sighting day in 1966 Sparks has grown his passion for
flight. He has shared this passion for adventure with his wife Carol and two daughters,
Susan and Vicki. Sparks’ advice to each pilot he has trained is that “Even if your pants
are on fire, you must fly the balloon. Do not ever forget that.”
Over the years his abilities have inspired mathematicians and scientists to consult with Sparks and to provide informal training. In an interview with The Morning Call
in 2003 Sparks was quoted saying, “...sometimes science is best served by mixing basic
principles with instinct and a willingness to experiment.”
Sparks has always believed that records are meant to broken, just maybe not
always by him. Sparks has worked his life behind the scenes of the balloon world, designing rather than taking the helm. He has traveled to many countries and states for
various projects, including the Soviet Union, Australia, and building a road in the Amazon Rainforest. His love of ballooning took him to exotic places, was the cause of multiple articles in magazines like Sports Illustrated and Popular Mechanics, and helped
him make new and exciting scientific discoveries. Every view of a balloon causes
Sparks to feel the same love for ballooning that he got back in 1966.
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Timeline of Life
School/Career:
1951— Graduated from Franklin County HS in Virginia
1957-1959— Served in the U.S. Army
1959— Honorably discharged from U.S. Army
1972— Designated Examiner for Hot Air and Gas
Balloons

A headshot of a young
Sparks as a musician.

1972— FAA Safety counselor
1972— Entertainment Director at Mount Airy Casino and
Resort in Pennsylvania

Sparks (right) with mother
Laura Love (left) and grandfather Raymond Holcomb
(middle).

1973— Began flying balloons for a living
1989-1994— Worked with Civil Aviation Authorities in the
Soviet Union
1991— Opened Seven Continents Balloon factory in
Hungary, owning 50%
1992— Bought 50% of a parachute company in Russia
also named Seven Continents Balloons
1993— Sold both halves of the factories back to the Soviet
Union
A parachute from the Russian parachute factory that Sparks
owned along with the Soviet Union.

A Seven Continents Balloons hot air
balloon from the Hungarian factory.

A LARK cigarette advertisement
featuring the hot air balloon.

Gas balloon flight with Eleanor Vidala in
the “Private Eye”.
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Honors/Awards:
1974— Inducted into the Explorers Club for Scientific
Exploration, New York City
1976— Designed, built and installed a model of the
Montgolfier balloon for the National Air and
Space Museum in Washington D.C.
1977-1985— Designed, built, and installed model
balloons for museums in Taiwan, Norway,
Philadelphia, and Peru
1988— Designed and built a small UFO shaped airship
with Rocky Ioka for the Korean Olympics

Explorers Club for
scientific discovery.

The Olympic torch in Seoul,
South Korea in 1988.

2014— Ed Yost Master Pilot Award Recipient in
Albuquerque, New Mexico
2016— Inductee to the U.S. Ballooning Hall of Fame in
Indianola, IA

Records:
1972— AX-14 World Duration Record
1972— AX-08 World Duration Record
1972— AX-15 World Duration Record
1972— AX-09 World Duration Record
1972— AX-10 World Duration Record

A model of the Montgolfier balloon at the Smithsonian.

1972— AX-11 World Duration Record
1972— AX-12 World Duration Record
1974— AX-02 World Record in distance, duration, and
altitude
1975— 1st Balloonist for fly all five of the Great Lakes:
May 3 Lake Superior
May 18 Lake Michigan
June 1 Lake Huron
June 4 Lake Erie
June 9 Lake Ontario

Captain Eddie Allen (left) with Sparks (right) on the day
before they were intending to fly a dual smoke balloon.
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Ballooning:
Lifetime member of the BFA
1966— 1st Balloon flight with MacArthur in Connecticut
1966-1970— Numerous weather and cluster balloon
flights to learn about altitude pressure and gas
expansion
1971— 1st Balloon, black with aluminum coating on the
inside, the first solar balloon.
1972— Made and flew a double wall balloon to study
heat loss
1973— 1st Trans-Atlantic attempt in Yankee Zephyr
1974-1975— National tours with the Lark Cigarette
balloon

Sparks’ balloon Yankee Zephyr.

The LARK hot air balloon.

1975— 2nd Trans-Atlantic attempt in Odyssey
1982-1989— Organized and ran the balloon festival at
Allentown, PA
2003— Moved focus towards blimps and airships
2013— Started the build of another UFO shaped blimp
that would hold its shape and carry 2 people
2015— Presented at Delaware Valley middle school on
June 1st with Ray and Maureen Chase

Sparks at the Delaware Valley Middle School with
Bailey Shay, Tyler Kielty and Kenzi Neighbors during
a demonstration. News Eagle photo by Katie Collins.

A one passenger airship launched in August of 1998.

Balloon mail from Sparks’ second trans-atlantic flight attempt.
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